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For the class of second order, homogeneous left-invariant differential operators 
on the Heisenberg group H,, which are (modulo some central derivative) formally 
selfadjoint, we study the problem of invertibility. In particular, we completely deter- 
mine which among these operators are locally solvable. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
This paper contains the discussion announced in [MR] about inver- 
tibility of left-invariant differential operators on the Heisenberg group H,, 
of the form 
5 au Vi Vj - 2iaU, (0.1) 
i,j= 1 
where A = (a,) is a general symmetric real matrix, a is a complex number, 
and V,, . . . . V,,, U denotes the standard basis of the Lie algebra h, with the 
non-trivial commutation rules [ Vi, Vi+,] = U, j= 1, . . . . n. (In a more usual 
notation, that we shall use whenever possible, V,, .., V,, Vn+ ,, . . . . V,, are 
denoted by X,, . . . . X,,, Y,, . . . . Y,, respectively. The presence of the factor 2 
in (0.1) is due to reasons of notational continuity with [MR], as it will be 
clear from Section 1.) 
The best known operator of the form (0.1) is of course the sub-Laplacian 
9=xC;=, (XT + Y;), together with the associated operators 9’-2icdJ, 
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introduced in [FSt]. Some of these operators arise naturally in complex 
analysis on Siegel domains. The more general case, where A is positive- 
definite (i.e., where C au Vi V, is hypoelliptic) is treated in [BG, T]. 
A common feature of these operators is that there is a critical discrete set 
of real values of M. for which (0.1) has a non-trivial kernel in L’(H,). If a 
is not in this critical set, these operators always have a homogeneous 
fundamental solution (which is smooth away from the origin). 
Also the operators of the form x7= i lj(X,’ + Yf) - 2idJ, with J.j = + 1, 
studied in [PI, exhibit a similar behaviour, namely existence of a discrete 
critical set such that, for a outside of it, the operator is invertible. 
As we shall see, the operators just described all fall into a very special 
subclass of the general operators considered in this paper (incidentally, 
these examples are related in various ways to problems in complex 
analysis); other types of matrices A give rise to completely different 
phenomena. A simple way to see this is the following. If A has the form 
A=( $’ “,), with A, n x n symmetric, then the operator in (0.1) does not 
involve the vector fields Y,, . . . . Y,. Therefore we can analyze it on the sub- 
group of H, generated by the Xi’s and by U. But this group is abelian, so 
we are dealing with a constant coefficient differential operator on iR”+ ‘. By 
the theorem of Malgrange and Ehrenpreis (see [Ho]), such an operator 
always has a fundamental solution and a trivial kernel in L*. 
It turns out that in analyzing the operators (0.1) one has to take into 
account the symplectic form on [w 2n induced by the matrix J= ( 2,” k). This 
symplectic form is intrinsically connected with the commutation rules in h, 
(see Section 5 in [MR] ), and we emphasize it by writing A = SJ, with 
SE sp(n, [w), and by calling A, the operator C ati Vi V,. 
Our starting point is the one-parameter group of unitary operators 
W 
(r/2)U-‘& } on L2(H,), generated by the (non-differential) operator 
-(l/2) U-‘A, introduced in [MR]. We will give concrete meaning, when 
possible, to formal identities of the type 
This is a very delicate task, because the kernels involved in (0.2) are highly 
singular distributions (much worse than in the case of contraction semi- 
groups, for instance), as indicated by the explicit formulas for e-“‘2)U-‘ds 
in [MR]. 
Our first step is to prove the validity of (0.2) for o! $ Iw. This is relatively 
easy, once the integral in (0.2) is properly defined via a partial Fourier 
transform in the central variable (to be precise, the integral from zero to 
+ cc converges when Re o! >O, and the integral from zero to -cc when 
Rea<O). 
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We next consider the behaviour of the fundamental solutions obtained in 
this way as a tends to a given real value. The structure of the matrix S, and 
in particular of its spectrum a(S), plays the main role in determining this 
behaviour. This approach gives the required answers for some classes of 
matrices S, on the basis of the following two principles: 
(a) if a E R’ and F,,, is the fundamental solution of d, - 2i(a + in) U 
given by (0.2), and if lim,,, F, + is = F, exists in Y’(H,,), then F, is a 
fundamental solution of ds - 2iaU, 
(b) if ae[w and F,+.=s-‘Qor+F,+o(l) as s+O+, then A,-2iaU 
has a non-trivial kernel in L2(H,), and Q, and F, determine respectively 
the orthogonal projection onto this kernel and a relative fundamental 
solution (i.e., an inverse of As - 2iaU on the orthogonal complement o its 
kernel). 
However, the situation can be more complicated than in (a) and (b), basi- 
cally for two reasons. First of all, A, - 2iaU need not have a homogeneous 
fundamental solution (just think of the Laplacian on R2), whereas (a) 
always leads to homogeneous ones; the second “a posterior?’ reason is that 
in some cases As- 2iaU is not locally solvable, although its kernel in 
L2(H,,) is a trivial. 
For those situations where the approach by (a) and (b) does not work, 
we content ourselves with discussion solvability of our operators. By this 
we mean existence of a (maybe not tempered) fundamental solution. 
According to [Ba, M], for our homogeneous operators this condition is 
equivalent to either local or global solvability. We state here the complete 
answer to this problem. 
THEOREM. Let SE sp(n, W), S # 0, let a(S) denote the spectrum of S, and 
let a E C. 
(i) A, - 2iaU is solvable whenever one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(i.1) a$lR; 
(i.2) a(S) $ ilw; 
(i.3) S is not semisimple. 
(ii) Zf o(S) c ilw, a E R and S is semisimple, then after applying a 
suitable automorphism of H,, leaving the center fixed (i.e., a contact 
transformation), A, takes the form 
A, = - 5 Aj(X; + Y,‘), (0.3 1 
j-l 
with n, <n and A,, . . . . I,, E R\ {O}. 
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Then As - 2iaU is locally solvable if and only if there are constants C > 0 
and m E N, such that 
2a+ t (21,+ l)Aj >,C(lfl+ 1))” 
j= 1 
for every I= (II, . . . . I,,) E N”‘. 
We also prove the following results, which apply to special classes of 
matrices S. 
( 1) If o(S) $ $4 and a E R, then As - 2iaU has a homogeneous 
fundamental solution, obtained by the procedure described in (a). 
(2) If S is nilpotent, then A, - 2iaU has a homogeneous fundamental 
solution whenever a # 0 or rank S > 3. 
(3) The kernel of As- 2iaU in .9(H,,) is non-trivial if and only if S 
is as in (ii) and 2~ = f C (21j + 1)s for some choice of the sign +_ and for 
some lj~ N. 
(4) If As is as in (ii), then A, - 2iaU has homogeneous fundamental 
solution for (Lebesgue) almost every a E R. 
(5) The operator A,= (XT + Yf) --1(X:+ Yi) on Hz, with 1 
positive and irrational, is always injective on L’(H,), but is solvable if and 
only if J. is not an “odd type” Liouville number. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 1 we prove the convergence of the two integrals in (0.2) for a 
in the appropriate half-plane and justify (a) and (b). The identification of 
the orthogonal projection onto ker(A,- 2iaU) in case (b) from Qm is 
obtained by a variant of the mean ergodic theorem. 
In Section 2 we prove the existence of fundamental solutions when a E R 
and either a(S) $ ilw or S is nilpotent. 
In Section 3 we deal with semisimple matrices S having o(S) c ilw. 
Assuming that As is in the canonical form (0.3), we transform the integrals 
in (0.2) into series using the joint spectral decomposition of the n operators 
15~ ‘(X,’ -t- Yf ). Part of this section contains formulas and relevant 
estimates for the projections onto the corresponding eigenspaces. We then 
identity the kernel of As- 2iaU when 2a = + C (21,+ l)Aj, together with 
the corresponding projection operator, and we state the sufficient condition 
for having a homogeneous (relative) fundamental solution. 
In Section 4 we discuss solvability, completing the proof of the theorem 
above. 
Finally, in Section 5 we present some explicit computations of fundamen- 
tal solutions. In the first two examples, we consider the operators 
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XT - Y: + Xi - Y i and Xf + Y f - Xi - Y: on H,, and show that, in spite 
of their apparent similarity, they behave quite differently. This is due to the 
fact that the symplectic matrices associated with the two operators have 
different types of spectra. In the third and last example we show how our 
procedure allows us to obtain the well-known formulas in the case where 
A, is the sub-Laplacian on H,,. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the article [MR]. Notations 
and results contained there are often used without further comment. 
1. THE BASIC APPROACH TO THE INVERSION PROBLEM 
We retain the notation of [MR]. For SE sp(n, [w), S # 0, we denote by 
A = (Q) the symmetric matrix SJ, where J= ( -9, 2). 
If Vi = Xi, . . . . V,, = A’,, V, + i = Y,, . . . . V,, = Y,, U is the standard basis 
of h,, we construct the second order left-invariant differential operator 
As=zaiiViVj. 
i, i 
Let {M,) be the one-parameter group of unitary operators on L’(H,J 
generated by -(1/2)A,U-‘. Then M,cJJ== *P,, with P,EY(H,) (see 
[MR]). Together with P,, we consider its partial Fourier transform in the 
u-variable, whose formal definition is 
y;(z) = (‘I_” Pl(Z, u)e-2”‘@” du. 
Take now a E C with Im LY > 0. We show that we can give a meaning to the 
following formal computationn: 
f 
+CC 
I 
2 
U-lpfei”‘dt=; fm 
s 
~-1~-((1/2)~su-‘-isr)f dt 
0 0 
= $U-‘(~Asu-’ - ial)-’ 
= (As-2&U)-‘. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume that Im a > 0, Then the integral 
(1.1) 
converges absolutely for every cp E 9’(H,,) and defines a homogeneous 
fundamental solution of As - 2hU. 
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Proof. The convergence of the integral follows from Lemma 9.1 in 
[MR]. We then have 
+m +m 
=- 
s s 
iae’*‘( $, cp-“) dp dt 
0 -m 
=dO)- (Fm As). 
Hence 
(F,, (As+2iWcp) = (do, cp>, (1.2) 
i.e., (A,-2iaU)F,=6,. Q.E.D. 
Similarly, when Im a c 0 a fundamental solution F, of A, - 2iaU is given 
by 
(F,,cp)= -j-O ~+*&o’:,C’)Wf. (1.3) 
-02 -m 
We now assume that a E R and analyze the limits of F,+i,, when they exist, 
as E + 0. For simplicity, we restrict to the case E > 0. From (1.2) we obtain 
<F,+~~,(A,+~~~U)CP)=(~O,CP)+~E(F,+., UCP> (1.4) 
and this shows that if lim E +o F, + i6 = F, exists in Y’(H,), then F, is a 
fundamental solution of A,- 2iaU. We will include this result in a more 
general statement hat includes the possibility that As - 2iaU has a non- 
trivial kernel. Following [GSt], we say that if a left-invariant differential 
operator L has a non-trivial kernel in L*, then a relutioe fundamental 
solution of L is a distribution K such that L((p * K) = (Lp) * K= cp - nq, 
for every test function cp, where n: is the orthogonal projection onto ker L. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let a E R, and for E > 0 let F,, iE be the fundamental 
solution (1.1) of A,-2i(a+k)U. Then 
580/108/2-6 
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(0 iflime,,+ Fa’,, ZE = F, exists in Y(H,,), then F, is a fundamental 
solution of As - 2iaU; 
(ii) ifF,+.=E-‘Q,+F,+O(l) as E-O+ in Y’(H,,), then 2UQ, is 
the convolution kernel of the orthogonal projection in L’(H,,) onto 
ker(U-‘As-2iaZ) and (As-2iuU)F,=6,-2UQ,, so that F, is a relative 
fundamental solution of As - 2ia U. 
Proof We have already observed that (i) is a simple consequence of 
(1.4). In order to prove (ii), observe that, since 
(As-2iUU)F,+ia=60-2eUF,+i,, 
using the assumption on the behaviour of F,, ZG as E --) 0, we have 
(A,-2iaU)(&-1Q,+F,+o(1))=60-2UQ,-2eUF,+o(~), 
i.e., 
(As-2iaU)Q,=O (1.5) 
(As-ZiaU)F,=&,-2UQ,. (1.6) 
If cp E .4p(H,J, by (1.6) 
(As-2icrU)(cp * F,)=cp-t2q * (UQJ 
and, by (1.5), cp * ( UQol) E ker(A, - 2iaU). This shows that FE is a relative 
fundamental solution of As - 2iaU. 
In order to prove the statement about Qtl, observe that 
Qa = fi_m, &Fm +ie 
in 9’(H,), so that 
(2UQ,, cp) = lim E I +* e-“‘(e”‘P,, cp) dt. e-0 0 
The conclusion follows from the following version of the mean ergodic 
theorem, and the fact that P, = e- (“2)U-1“S. For the proof see [D]. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let {Z’,} = {e’A} b e a one-parameter group of unitary 
operators on a Hilbert space S, and let 71 be the orthogonal projection onto 
kerA. Then, ifq(t)EY’(R) andJ,+“n(t)dt=l, 
f 
+OZ 
s-lim q(d) T, dt = n. 
E’O 0 
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From (1.5) and (1.6) one can easily see that, for every constant c, 
F, + cQ~ is also a relative fundamental solution of A, - 2iaU. 
In the statement of Theorem 1.2, the subspace ker( U-‘A.-- 2iaZ) of 
L*(H,) is closed, because the operator - (l/2) U- ‘A, + iaZ is closed once 
it has been defined as the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter 
group (eia’M,}. 
We have shown [MR, Theorem 7.43 that U9’(H,,) is contained in 
the domain of this infinitesimal generator, and that for q E Y(H,), 
( U-Ids - 2iaZ) Uq = (As - 2iaU)rp. We then have the following explicit 
description of ker( U- ‘As - 2iaZ). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. A function f~ I!+*( H,) belongs to ker( U- ‘A, - 2iaZ) if 
and only if (A,- 2iaU) f is the zero distribution. 
Proof. Suppose that SE ker( U-Ids - 2iaZ). This means that eilx’M, f = f 
for every t E R. If cp E Y(H,) and (. 1.) denotes the Hermitian product on 
L’(H,), we have 
O=i (eim'~,flU~)r,=o 
=(fl(iAs-iaU)v) 
=((iAs--iaU) fi’p)- 
Conversely, suppose that (A, - 2iaU)f= 0 in the sense of distributions. As 
in [MR] define Yo(H,,) as the space of those cp E Y(H,) such that 
(8/8~)“cp”(z) IP=o = 0 for every n b 0 and every z E [w*“. On Yo(H,), 
(A,-2iaU)=(U-‘A,--2iaZ)U and UYo(H,)=90(H,). IfrpEYO(H,), then 
0= ((A,- 2iaU)flcp) 
= (fI(A,-2icWcp) 
=(fI(U-‘A.-2iaZ)Uq), 
i.e., f is orthogonal to (U-‘A,-2iaZ)~o(H,). By [MR, Theorem 7.43, 
f~ ker( U-‘A, - 2iaZ). Q.E.D. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS FOR REAL VALUES OF a: 
THE CASES o(S) g ilw AND o(S)= (0) 
It is clear from (1.1) that a sufficient condition for the existence of 
lim s-o+ F’, + i8 is the convergence of the integral 
+CC 
I f 
+* 1 
0 
--co jg ICY:, cp-“)I 4 dt (2.1) 
for every cp E y(H,). 
We discuss this problem in terms of the spectral properties of S, making 
use of the formulas for yt obtained in [MR, Sect. 41. 
We recall that if S~sp(n, R), then the spectrum a(S) is symmetric with 
respect o both the real and the imaginary axis. If A1, . . . . 1, are the distinct 
eigenvalues of S in the closed first quadrant, we decompose R*” as 
VA, 0 VA, 0 . * . 0 VA,, where Vi, is the direct sum of the generalized 
eigenspaces relative to the quadruple Q, = ( +Aj, &5}, and write 
s=s~,os~,o . . . 0 S1, accordingly. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that at least one of the 2, has non-zero real part, 
or that 0 E a(S) and rank So > 3. 
Then the integral (2.1) is convergent and therefore As - 2iaU has a 
homogeneous fundamental solution for every a E R. 
Proof Because of Lemma 9.1 in [MR], we restrict the integration in 
the t-variable to the half-line ]I, + co [. 
Assume that Re 1, > 0. If we call s’ = SI,, S” = S1, 0 . . . @ Sri,, then 
ry.5 =Y;SOY&. Combining Lemma 9.1 with (4.1) and (4.3) in [MR], we 
see that with 2n, = dim F’;., , 
I(y;,., cp+)l ,< IpIn1 (1 + IpI)“-“’ w(t) sinh(t Re VT”‘I* II~P-~II~,v~, (2.2) 
where co(t) has uniformly bounded integrals over intervals of unit length 
and II llcNj denotes a Schwartz norm. 
Assume now that all the eigenvalues of S are purely imaginary and 
0 E o(S) with rank So > 3. If we take 1, = 0 and decompose yFs = 
Y;S@Y;S’ as above, we can use (4.6) in [MR] for Y~,~. We then obtain 
an estimate like (2.2), where 1~1 is raised to some positive power, and the 
term containing sinh is replaced by Jtl --(rank ‘O)‘*. This proves the 
covergence of (2.1). Q.E.D. 
We next discuss the situation where S is nilpotent and rank S < 2. In 
order to understand what we can expect, we observe that we have as a 
special case S = (i g), and A, = Y: + Y:. We can then restrict our analysis 
to the subgroup generated by Y,, Y,, U, which is abelian. We are then 
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simply looking for fundamental solutions of (a/@ 1)2 + (8/@,)’ - ficr8/&4 
on R3. For tl # 0 this is a Schrodinger equation and has a well-known 
homogeneous fundamental solution. For M. = 0, we have the Laplacian on 
R2, which has fundamental solutions, but not homogeneous ones. 
We can now state our result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that S # 0 is nilpotent and that rank S < 2. Then 
A, - 2iaU has a fundamental solution in 9”(H,) for every a E IR. It can be 
taken homogeneous if a # 0. 
The proof is based on the next lemma. We say that SE sp(n, R) is 
indecomposable if R*” is not the diiect sum of two non-trivial S-invariant 
symplectic subspaces. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 # SE sp(n, R) be nilpotent and indecomposable, and let 
d = dim ker S. Then d cannot be equal to 2n - 2, and if d = 2n - 1, then n = 1 
andS=(i, “,) in a suitable symplectic basis. 
Proof. Assume preliminarily that S is indecomposable and that S* = 0. 
Pick e such that (e, Se) = + 1. 
Then {e, + Se > form a symplectic basis of their linear span V. Since V 
and 1/l = (x E IF!*‘? (x, V) = 0} are both S-invariant symplectic subspaces 
and S is indecomposable, then 1/l = 0. This implies that n = 1 and 
S=( ,“i i) in the basis (e, *Se}. 
If now d = 2n - 1, then necessarily S2 = 0 and we are in the situation just 
described. If d = 2n - 2, then we cannot have S2 = 0, otherwise S would not 
be indecomposable. On the other hand S3 = 0, so there is some e E R’” such 
that e, Se, and S*e are linearly independent. We have 
(e,S*e)= -(Se,Se>=O, 
(Se, S*e) = - (e,S’e) =O, 
and ( S2e, ker S) = 0. This implies that S*e = 0, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. If follows from Lemma 2.3 that if S is nilpotent 
and rank S < 2, then one finds a conjugate of S by an element of sp(n, R) 
that has one of the two forms 
0 
l. 
0 
(1 
0 
. . 0 
0 
0 0' 
b 0 
0 
'. . 0 
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with a, b # 0. Then As can be assumed to be either A, = aYT, or 
As = aYf + bY :. In both cases the problem of inverting A, - 2iaU reduces 
to a similar problem on an abelian subgroup of H,,, isomorphic to either 
R2 or R3. When a = 0 it further reduces to inverting ad’/dy* on R! or a 
kY*/k?y~ + b@/ay: on R*, and the solutions to these problems are classical. 
When c1 #O, one obtains Schrodinger operators that always have 
homogeneous fundamental solutions. Q.E.D. 
3. THE CASE a(S) c ilw AND S SEMISIMPLE 
We assume that S is semisimple and that its eigenvalues are all purely 
imaginary. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that zero is not 
an eigenvalue of S. We begin by giving the canonical form of such a matrix. 
This can be derived from Williamson’s classification of symplectic matrices 
[A], but we exhibit for completeness a short proof for this special case. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (V, ( ., . )) be a finite dimensional symplectic vector 
space over R. Suppose that SE sp( V) is semisimple, indecomposable, with 
eigenvalues f i. Then dim V= 2 and in suitable symplectic coordinates 
s= k(“, A,. 
ProoJ Decompose the complexification V, of V as VC = U, @ U- , 
where U, is the ki-eigenspace of S. Then U, and U- are isotropic with 
respect to the canonical extension of the symplectic form to V,. 
Let Q(v, w) be the Hermitian form Q(v, w) = (Sv, W). Then Q is non- 
degenerate, and since U- = 0, , U, and U- are orthogonal with respect 
to Q. So the restriction of Q to U, x U, is also non-degenerate and we 
may choose e, f~ V such that e + ifs U, and Q(e + if; e + if) = +2. This 
means 
+2=(S(e+if),e-if) 
= (ie-f,e-if> 
=2(e,f >, 
so that (e, f) = + 1. Then the linear span of e and f is a symplectic 
subspace of V, which is S-invariant, since Se = -f, Sf = e. But S is 
indecomposable, so e and f span V. Q.E.D. 
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We can then assume that the matrices S we deal with in this section have 
the form 
Al 
0 
. . 
-4 
0 
with Lje R\(O), so that 
A,= - f 3,,(Xf + Yf). 
j=l 
(3.1) 
We will distinguish between an “easy” case and a “difficult” case, 
depending on the properties of the set 
E= E(&, . . . . A”) := f i Lj(21j+ 1) : (I,) . ..) 1,)E N” . (3.2) 
j= 1 
LEMMA 3.2. The set E(d,, . . . . 1,) is either locally finite or dense in R. It 
is locally finite if and only if the ratios Li/Lj are either all rational or all 
positive. 
Proof. We can reduce the problem to that of determining the structure 
of a set F(a, -an)={~ljaj:I,EN}, ajzo. 
Clearly this set is locally finite if the aj have the same sign or if their 
ratios are all rational. 
Assume therefore that this is not the case. We can then assume that 
a, <O<a, and a,/q#a. It is then sufficient o prove that F= F(a,, az) is 
dense in R. It is clearly possible to find integers mk, nk such that 
lim k-rmmk=limk,,nk=+ooandlimk,,(mkcc,+nka,)=O.SinCeeach 
x E R can be approximated with numbers of the form pa, + qa,, p, q E Z, 
the conclusion follows easily. Q.E.D. 
Our approach will be. based on a Fourier decomposition of y:(z) in t. 
Assume first that n = 1 and S = J, so that As = - (X2 + Y*). By (4.12) in 
CMRI, 
YY(Z 1 
so that yy is periodic in 
P 
= 2i sin( t/2) e 
-i(n/2)pcotg(r/*) lz12 > (3.3) 
of period 4n. For k E Z, we define pi E Y’( R*) by 
y; e - iklJ* dt. (3.4) 
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If T;=rpx,y;, we know by (6.14) in [MR] that 
T; = eifJfS/4nrc. 
It follows from Lemma 1.3 that the operator 
is the orthogonal projection of L*(h!‘) onto the 2a&-eigenspace of 2;. 
It also follows from (3.4) that pg is radial and 
6;~; = 2xpkp;. (3.5) 
Since d$ is elliptic, pi is a P-function, which can be explicitly computed 
from (3.5) (see, e.g., [K]) in terms of Laguerre functions. However, it is 
also possible to compute p$ directly from the explicit formula (3.3). Since 
this approach completely avoids the representation theory of H,,, we think 
it is worthwhile to sketch it here. 
First, by a scaling argument, 
i%(z) = 
PPw’*z)~ if p>O 
IPI P’kh4 l’* z)9 if p < 0. 
As to pi, notice that 
r 
Y:(z)=i,-l - e(m(c*+ lU(P- 1)) I42 =: u,(z), 
with c = ei’12. Since CH w = ([‘+ l)/(c* - 1) maps the unit disk 
D={l[l<l> in C onto the half-plane {Reo<O}, the mapping ~HU~ 
defines an analytic family of distribution, ith “boundary value” U&“* = r:, 
Therefore, the kth Fourier coefficient of 7: must vanish, unless k>O, i.e., 
pi=0 for k<O. 
Next, formula (3.3) implies Y,+*~= -yI, so that consequently p:=O, if 
k is even. 
It remains to compute p&+ 1, ~EN. Let O<r<l, ~EB(IR*). Then 
<r:, cp>e- i(Zl+ 1)1/2 dt ,.I 
=- ’ 1’” <y:, cp) (,~oe-i(2’+1)r’2#) dt 
2a 0 
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The change of variables s = cotg t/2 transforms the last integral into 
1 +a0 -- 
1 [i 27ci --m 
(1 +s*)1’*e-i(~‘*‘~‘~‘2cp(z)dz 
~2 1 (1 Il,;,s;rf’:r)ds 1 O” =-- 
I s 2741 -r) --ai ~2 
e-i(d*) Id2 ((1 +r)/(l -r)l~cp(z) dz 5. 
Since 
s 
cc 
0 
,-2nY+*fliYs&= --!..A-, 
the expression above equals 
But 
1 1 -e-(“/*)(~l+r)l(l--r))1212- e 
l-r l-r 
-n(r/(l -r)) IZP e- (742) lz12 
is just the generating function of the Laguerre functions (see, e.g., [El) 
L,(n lz12)ec(“‘2’~z’2, 
where L,(x) = (l//!)e”(d’/dx’)(x’e-” ) is the Ith Laguerre polynomial. We 
set 
q,(z) := L,(n )2(2)e-(“/2)iz12. (3.6) 
We conclude then that pir+ r = qr. 
We can summarize these results as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n=l, S=IJ, il#O, so that A,= -A(X’-t Y2). 
For p#O, let Trcp=cpx,y;,. 
Then 
(3.7) 
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where ny is the orthogonal projection of L*(R*) onto the 27~ 1~1 (21+ I)- 
eigenspace of a$‘. Also 
lj- p>o 
(3.8) 
if p ~0, 
where q,(z) is given by (3.6). The series in (3.8) converge in the sense of 
distributions. 
We have used the obvious identity y:Jz) = y;,,(z). 
Let us go back now to a general n and a A, of the form (3.1). Then 
by (3.8). 
For 1~ IV” we set 
11(z) := fI ?‘#j), m) = IPI” ‘Ir(lPl l’* z)* (3.10) 
j=l 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf Ic/ E 9(R2fl) and a 2 0, then 
I(vf, $>I <C W-a (1 +p*Y(2 I4 + n)-” ll$II~N~, 
where 11 I( CN) denotes an appropriate Schwartz norm depending on a. 
Proof: It follows from [E, p. 2071 that lql(z)l < 1, so that 
I <fiy, $>I G IPI” IWIII> 
and this gives the conclusion for a= 0. It is then sufficient to prove the 
statement for a = m E N. 
The various $ are eigenfunctions (on R*) of d”I; with eigenvalue 
27r(21j+ 1) ),uI. Therefore qy is an eigenfunction (on R2n) of 2; with 
eigenvalue 2742 (II +n) IpI. So 
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From the explicit formula for d”“J one easily derives that 
IlO”,)” till, G (I+ PT Il+II(N) 
for some suitable Schwartz norm. 
For 1 E N” and cp E 9’(Hn), define 
Q.E.D. 
(3.11) 
The integral converges absolutely by Lemma 3.4, and for every a, 0 < a < n, 
lw:, cp)l <cat2 VI +n)-O II’PII(N)> (3.12) 
for some Schwartz norm (I \((Nj. By the same argument, if 0 < a < n + 1, 
I(UV, cp)l dd2 I4 +n)Y lldl(W (3.13) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A, be as in (3.1), and let E = E(I, , . . . . A,) be given 
by (3.2). Then A,- 2iaU has a non-trivial kernel in L*(H,) if and only if 
2a E E. In this case the operator that maps f to 
f*( c 2uw;+ c 2uw: 
IE N” IeN” x (2l,+ l&=23: x (21, + I )j., = -2a 
is the orthogonal projection of L*(H,) onto ker(A, - 2iaU). 
(3.14) 
Proof. We observe preliminarily that by (3.13) the two series in (3.14) 
converge in Y’(Hn). 
By Proposition 1.4, ker(A, - 2iaU) = ker( U-‘A,- 2iaZ), so that 
f E ker(A, - 2iaU) if and only if M, f = e -j”lf for every t E R. This implies 
that Ty f G = eCiZ’f Ic for a.e. p and for every t, i.e., 
&2$fp= -af”. 
But the only eigenvalues of d”$ are the numbers -2n 1~1 I;=, Aj(21j+ l), 
1G N”. 
This implies that if f # 0, 2a must belong to E. 
Conversely, assume that 2a E E. Let o be a ?-function supported on 
the interval [l, 21. If 2a =Cl= 1 ,Ij(21j+ l), define 
f (z, u) = j-,2 o(p)~~(z)Pip” dp. (3.15) 
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Then f E Y(H,) and f~ ker(d, - 2iaU). Actually 
[(d,-2iaU)fJp=(J~+47rpa)fp 
since w is supported on the positive half-line. If 2a = - Cl= 1 Aj(21, + 1 ), 
one only has to replace ezniP” by e-2niGu in the integral definingf: 
Let now cr be the orthogonal projection of L2(H,J onto the closed 
subspace ker( U-‘d, - 2ial). Then, by Lemma 1.3 and the discusion in the 
proof of Theorem 1.2, for fez L2( UP) 
I 
+CC 
a(f)= lim E 
.9-o+ 0 
e-(‘- ‘““M,(f) dt. 
Since M, f =f * P,, o(f) therefore is given by convolution from the right 
with the distribution 
--(E-ia’*(P,, f) dr. 
But, by (7.1) in [MR] and (3.8~(3.11), for rpeY(H,) 
ei(Sg”‘)~4(2”+I)r/2(~I;, qP> dp 
Moreover, 
+oO 
lim E 
1 [ E-o+ 0 
e-(E--Q)I~ei~j~(2/1+l)t/2(2UW~, q) dt 
I 1 
= Iim C 
E 
e-o+ , .5-i(a+xAj(21j+1)/2) <2uw: 9 cp> 
= 
c c2uw: 9 cp >. 
1:X(2/1+ l)i,= -2% 
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The series involving IV; can be handled similarly, and it is now clear that 
D is given by (3.14). Q.E.D. 
Remark. If S = J, the corresponding projectors f~f* Cl,, = k 2UW,? 
are just the projectors P,,*, introduced by Strichartz in [S] in a different 
context. In [S], one can also find an explicit formula for the P,, *I 
(formula 2.3 1). 
We can now state our main result in the “easy” case, i.e., when the set 
E(J , , . . . . A,) is locally finite. 
In fact, the next theorem even includes “most” cases where E(1,, . . . . ,I,) 
is dense, as we shall see later, 
THEOREM 3.6. Let As= -CS(X,?+ Yf) be as in (3.1) and ae[W. 
Assume that for some a < n and a = 0, 1 
,i” (14 + I)-” 12 cr+(-l)“c(21,+1)~~1~‘<co, (3.16) 
i 
where C, means summation over all finite terms of the series. 
Then As- 2iuU has a homogeneous (relative) fundamental solution 
F, E Y’(H,), given by the series 
&W= c ( 
-1 
2cr+C (21j+ l)Aj ) (w:?cp> /ENn:2a+~(2$+1).i,#0 i 
-1 
+ c 
/ENn:2a~~(2/,+l)j.,#0 ( 
2a-c (21,+ l)Aj 
> 
CC, cp), 
i 
(3.17) 
which converges absolutely for every cp E 9’( H,). 
Notice that F, in (3.17) is a fundamental solution if and only if 2a 4 E, 
and that in this case summation is over all I= N”. 
We shall use the short-hand notation 
(21+1)~1:=~(21j+lpj. (3.18) 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let E > 0. By (ll), (3.9), and (3.10), for 
cp E YW,) 
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Notice that the change in the order of integration is justified by Lemma 9.1 
in [MR]. Also, by Lemma 3.3, we can interchange the order of summation 
and integration in t. So, computing the integral in t, 
We split the integral into the integral over R+ and the integral over Iw-, 
and denote the corresponding contributions by (F:+., cp). Assume first 
p > 0. 
LetZ,=(I~~)“:2a+(21+1)~d=O},Z,=N”\Z,,anddenotethesumin 
the integral in (3.19) over Zj as ,!$(p),j= 1,2. By Lemma 3.4 and condition 
(3.16), S”,(p) can be estimated by 
IS;b)l G 1 l(v;, cp-“)I IV+ 1).~+2al-’ 
le 12 
<C 1 l~~“~“(1+J~12)“(lII+1)~“12a+(~1+~)~~I~’ ll O-71~N~ 
Is 12 
G C’ IN-” (1 +p*)” lI’P-‘II(N)~ 
independently of E > 0. Also, choosing for instance a = n - l/2 in 
Lemma 3.4, one has 
and 
,z I( t,l;, cp-p)l <c c IJP (1 +p*y’* (I4 + l)-‘“-“*’ lIq-“Il(N), 1 ISI, 
,<c’ I/-p2 (1 +p2)“-“2 llcP-‘Il(N), 
since summation takes place only over points in an afftne hyperplane. 
These estimates how that we can interchange the order of integration and 
summation. Therefore, together with (3.13), we obtain for the integral from 
0 to cc in (3.19) 
<F:+ie, cp> =2ic <w:,cp> , (21+ l)~A+2(a+k) 
=&-‘,; ( W:,40)+2i 1 
(W~cp> 
L ,,,12a+(21+1).I 
+4E 1 (Wl+9cp> 
,s12 (21+ l).A+2(a+ie) 
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Here all series converge absolutely by the above estimates. An analogous 
expression can be given for (F;+ is, cp ). Therefore, (3.17) is a consequence 
of Theorem 1.2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We observe that one can also approach u E R by points c1- ie 
in the lower half-plane, using the distribution F,- iC given by (1.3). Doing 
so, one obtains the same limit as E tends to zero. Actually, we shall show 
next that condition (3.16) is satisfied for every M E R, if E is discrete. 
Therefore, the proof of the preceding theorem shows that in this case the 
family (F,} is analytic for 2a E C\ E and has simple poles at the singular 
points. 
LEMMA 3.7. If E = E(il,, . . . . A,) is locally finite, then condition (3.16) 
holds for every c1 E R. 
Proof. Fix a E R. If E is discrete, there exists some c > 0 such that 
120:-t(2Z-t1).4>,c for every IEN” with 2cr+(21+1).1+#0. Since for 
a=o, 1 
c (10 + I)-” 
/~Wl:~2a+(~1)0(21+1).i.~~I 
is finite for every a in the interval ]n - 1, n[, it therefore suffices to prove 
that 
c (Ir(+1)-U12a+(-1)“(21+1).II-‘<cr, 
/EN”:124+(-1)~(2/+1).j.l>1 
for every a E ]n - 1, n[. In fact, we show more generally that 
C (3.20) 
lEZ” 
IS-Cl,u,l a 1 
whenever p = (pl, . . . . ~~)EIR”\{O}, fl~[W, and n-l<a. Namely, if we 
write 1. p for C Ijpj, we have 
,Z”: wl+w”IP-b4-‘~ f 2-” c (PI + I)-” 
m=O Ic Z”: 
IS-/.M(>l 2mGlo-/.fi(<2m+l 
< 5 2^“C 
m=O i (Ix’ + l)-” dx 2ms,p-X.u, 
<c f 2-“2”‘“-“‘<co, 
even uniformly for /I in compacta. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. If As = -C Rj(Xj2 + Y;), and if E= E(1,, . . . . A,,) is 
locally finite, then A, - 2iaU has a fundamental solution given by (3.17) for 
every a with 2~ 4 E, and a relative fundamental solution whenever 2a E E. 
A natural question is whether condition (3.16) is true for arbitrary 
2 ,,...,A,~~\{O} d an a E R. This is not true, as it is shown by the following 
example suggested by Wang Kun-yang to us. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let 1= C;= 0 3 -‘!. Then for every m E N there exist 
odd positive integers pm, q,,, such that 
IA -P,/qml < lqml --m. (3.21) 
In particular, if we set n = 2, a = 0, A1 = - 1, and 1, = 1, then the series 
(3.16) diverges for every a 2 0. 
Proof: Choose q,,, = 3”!, pm = 3”! CT= ,, 3 -‘!. Then 
,&P,= f j-k!<2.3-(m+l)! 
qm k=m+l 
< 4,“. 
Moreover, if m is even, then qm = 1 (mod 2) and pm = Cr=,, 1 (mod 2) = 1 
(mod 2), so that pm and q,,, are odd. 
Next, since I is irrational, the sequences {p,} and {qm} must diverge. 
Since by (3.21) 
f (P, + qm)-a IPm4 + ad2r1> f (Pm+qm)-O1qmlm-’ 
>c f lq*lm’*= +co, 
m=*a+* 
we see that the series (3.16) diverges. Q.E.D. 
In the sequel, we shall call an irrational number 1 satisfying (3.21) an 
odd type Liouville number. It was shown to us by Carlo Viola that not all 
Liouville numbers are odd type. 
After this negative example, the following positive result is probably the 
best possible in the general case. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let n - 1 < a < n and A,, . . . . il, E R\ {O}. Then for 
(Lebesgue) almost every a E R \E the series (3.16) converges. 
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Proof. A look at the proof of Lemma 3.7, in particular at (3.20), shows 
that it suffices to prove that for given p = (p,, . . . . p,) E W\ (0) 
,z: (l1l+1)-” P-CljPj -'<03 
IP-x-c,;,l<l 
I I 
for a.e. fl E R. To this end, take p such that (n - 1 )/a <p < 1. Then 
( ,,c,.: (VI + I)-” lB-~.Pl-’ p< 1 1 (V+ l)-““I B-l.pl p. /sZ”: ID- 1-P <1 lP-(,Pl<l 
Let us denote the expression on the right-hand side of this inequality by 
F(p). Then, for every bounded interval Ic [w there exists a constant A, > 0 
such that 
since up > n - 1. It follows that F(b) is finite for almost every b E I and this 
concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let A, be as in (3.1) with 2,) . . . . ;1, arbitrary real 
numbers, Then for (Lebesgue) almost every LY E R, As - 2iaU has a 
homogeneous fundamental solution F, in .Y’(H,). 
A correct objection is that the convergence of the series (3.16) is only a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a (relative) fundamental solution of 
As- 2iaU, so that Proposition 3.8 does not provide a counterexample to 
the existence of such a fundamental solution. 
In the next section we shall however prove that, for some choice of 
3 ‘1 > .. . . I,, and 2a 4 E, A, - 2iaU is even not locally solvable. 
4. THE REMAINING CASES 
In the previous sections, we have discussed the existence of global, 
tempered (relative) fundamental solutions for L = As - 2iaU. However, the 
580/108&7 
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picture is still incomplete. In particular, it would be interesting to deter- 
mine whether a fundamental solution exists in the cases where condition 
(3.16) of Theorem 3.5 fails. 
Now it turns out that, by being a little less ambitious than before and 
looking only at the problem of local solvability for L, we can in fact give 
a complete picture, and prove the theorem stated in the Introduction. 
Let us recall that a differential operator L is said to be locally soluable 
at a point x0, if there is an open neighborhood V of x0 such that 
In our case, the operators L are left-invariant and homogeneous, and 
therefore local solvability (at any point x0) is equivalent to semi-global 
solvability, i.e., 
LC”( V) 3 CF( V) (4.1) 
for every bounded open set V in H,. 
By [Ba], (4.1) is equivalent to the existence of a (not necessarily 
tempered) fundamental solution of L, as well as to global solvability, i.e., 
LC”(H,) = Cco(H,). 
The following criterion for local solvability rests on the same idea as 
similar criteria in [Rt, Rv]. For the convenience of the reader, we shall 
provide the short proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a left-invariant differential operator on H,, and 
assume there exist a distribution K on H,, and a left-invariant differential 
operator P on H, which is locally solvable, such that 
LK= P60. 
Then L is locally solvable. 
Proof: Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 such that 
PCoo( U) 2 CF( U). Choose an open neighborhood V of 0 such that V c U, 
and a smooth function x with support in U such that x= 1 on a 
neighborhood of K 
Let cp E C;( V). If we consider cp as an element of Cc(U), there is some 
tj E C*(U) such that PI,+ = cp. Set f = (x$) * K, where x$ is considered as a 
function in CF(H,J. Then 
Lf = (~4) * LK= WI * (Pdo) 
= PW) 
on V. Therefore LCm( V) 2 C;( V). Q.E.D. 
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Now let SE sp(n, R), S #O. Because of Theorem 2.1, we shall assume 
that the spectrum o(S) of S is contained in ill& Denote by D and N the 
semi-simple and nilpotent part, respectively, in the Jordan decomposition 
S=D+N (4.2) 
of S. Then 
D, NE SP@, RI, L-D, Nl = 0, (4.3) 
since Sp(n, R) is an algebraic group [Bo]. 
We shall have to distinguish between the cases N =0 and N #O. 
Case (a). N = 0. Then S= D is semi-simple, and, as in the previous 
section, we may assume that 
with Iz ,, . . . . A,, E R, i.e., d, is of the form A,= --c& 1 Lj(X,’ + Yf) as in 
(3.1). Moreover, we can assume that all Lj are non-zero, since otherwise we 
can reduce the problem to a Heisenberg group of lower dimension. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that for some exponent a > 0 the series 
-1 
,2” (VI + I)-” 2 cC+(-l)bC(lj+l)Jbj (4.4) 
I 
converges for 0 = 0, 1. Then A, - 2iuU is locally solvable. 
Proof Define the distribution K on H, by 
A comparison with the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that this series 
converges absolutely if m is chosen large enough, for instance if m > a - n, 
and that 
K= lim UmF,+iE. 
E-O+ 
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This easily implies that 
(A, - 2iaU)K= Um6,3 
and the proposition follows from Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
Notice that the assumption in Proposition 4.2 is equivalent to the 
existence of some constants C > 0 and m E N, such that 
2a+C (21,+ 1)3Lj zC(jlj +1)-m 
i 
for every multi-index I= (I,, . . . . 1,) E N”. 
Next, we apply the criterion in [M] to prove that also the converse of 
Proposition 4.2 holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Zf A,- 2iaU is locally solvable, then (4.5) holds for 
some constants C > 0 and m E N. 
Proof If there are no constants C > 0 and m such that (4.5) holds, then 
one can devise a sequence {I(k)},“_ i c N” such that, say, 
)2a - (2Zck’ + 1) . II < ( Jl(k)l + 2)-k, (4.6) 
kE N. Using (4.6), we shall construct a sequence {$k}kC Y(H,) such that 
(i) $k(O)= 1 for every k; 
(ii) limk _ o. it +kii (NJ llL’+kii (h’) = o 
for every continuous semi-norm I(. (1 (Nj on Y’(H,,), where L’ denotes the 
transpose of L = A, - 2iaU, i.e., L’ = A,+ 2iaU. By Theorem 1 of [M], 
this guarantees that L is not locally solvable. 
We remark that an even shorter proof could be given by using the 
representation-theoretic criterion in Theorem 2 of [M]. However, since 
until now we have avoided the group Fourier transform on H,,, we shall 
do so here too. 
To construct $k, let w be a Cm-function supported in the interval [ 1, 21 
such that j o(p) dp = 1. 
For krzN set 
Since, by (3.6) and (3.10), #‘(O)= IpI”, we have $k(O)= 1 for every k. 
As for the function (3.15), one easily proves that 
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So, for a given Schwartz-norm I( . )I ,,.+ we have 
Using the well-known recursive formulas and pointwise estimates for 
Laguerre polynomials (see, e.g., [E, pp. 189, 190, 207]), one can prove that 
il$kiilN) and iI UIC/kli(N) are dominated by a power a(N) of 2 + 1 Ik I. Therefore 
ll$kll (N) IILT(l/kll (N) d cc2 + l[(k)l y)I 2c? - Wk’ + 1) .A 
6 C(lPk’l + 2)“(N’-k, 
by (4.6). This shows that limk _ o. llll/kll (Nj IIL’ll/klj (,,,) = 0. 
If, instead of (4.6) 
we can argue similarly. The only difference is that we have to use a function 
o supported in [ - 2, - 11. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. On H,, consider the differential operator L, := 
(X: + Yf) - 1(X: + Yi), A> 0. Then E = E( - 1, A) is locally finite if and 
only if d is rational. If A is irrational, then 0 $ E, and consequently, by 
Proposition 3.5, L, has a trivial kernel. Still, by the preceding propositions, 
L, is locally solvable if and only if there are constants C > 0, m E N such 
that 
(4.7’) 
for all odd positive integers p and q. But, if Ip - qA[ < 1, then q/y <p < yq 
for some y > 1, and therefore (4.7’) is equivalent to Ip - 421 > C’( 1 + q)-“, 
i.e., 
IA -PM 2 W” (4.7) 
for all odd positive integers p and q. 
This shows that L, is (locally) solvable if and only if A is not an odd type 
Liouville number. 
Remark. It seems to be an open question whether a homogeneous, left- 
invariant differential operator on H, (or on a more general homogeneous 
Lie group), which is (locally) solvable, necessarily has a tempered 
fundamental solution. 
Now, if A>0 is such that (4.7) holds for some large m, but the series 
(3.16) diverges for every a < 2, then L, is locally solvable, whereas L, 
perhaps does not have a tempered fundamental solution. So, the operators 
L j., A > 0, seem to be an interesting testing class for the question above. 
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Case (b). Nf 0. Because of the results in Section 2, we can assume that 
also D # 0. 
By (4.2) and (4.3), the decomposition S = D + N leads to a factorization 
of the one-parameter group yEs as 
which has to be read in the sense of distributions. 
The idea is now again to decompose yKD into its Fourier series with 
respect to t. However, since here we cannot assume that all eigenvalues 
* ilz 1, . . . . +A, are non-zero, we have to modify our previous construction 
a little bit. 
Assume that 1,) . . . . ,I,,, E R\ {0}, An, + 1 = . . . = A, = 0, and that D has the 
form 
D= 
0 
4, 
0 
. , 
0 
0 
For z = (x1, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y,) E [w2” let Z' = (x1, . . . . x,,, y,, 
z”=(xn,+r, . . ..x., Y,,, . . . . v,), and, if 1=(11, .. . . L,)EN”I, set 
CYz) = q;w 0 &&“), 
where qy s defined as in (3.10). 
Then, in analogy with (3.9), 
. . . 9 YnJ 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where we have used the abbreviation (21+ 1) . il = C:f_, (21, + 1 )A;. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Given any Schwartz-norm (1. (( CNJ on Y( R2”) and any m E N, 
there exist a Schwartz-norm 1). )jCM, and constants a, b 30, such that 
for all cp E Y(iRZn). 
Proof. Since i#’ is the tensor product of the various vi in the variables 
(xi, yj) for j= 1, . . . . n, and the Dirac b-distribution in the other variables, 
we can reduce the discussion to the case where n = n, = 1. By a scaling 
argument, we can further reduce to the case where p = + 1, say p = 1. 
Since on R* ‘I, is an eigenfunction of d”, with eigenvalue 2n(2 (I ( + 1 ), one 
has 
rp x q/= (271(2 III+ 1))~” @J(p) x ‘I/. 
This shows that it suffices to consider the case m = 0. But, since for I E N 
(cf. (3.4)) 
Yr3 
- i(2/ + 1 ) l/2 & 
the lemma finally is a consequence of the following statement. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let n = 1, .I= ( “1 A), and Y,=Y,,~ on lR*. Then for any 
Schwartz-norm (1 a (( CNj on Y(R*) there exists a Schwartz-norm I(. lIC,,,) such 
that 
for every cp E 9’ and t E [0,4n]. 
Proof: For w E IL!‘, let a,. = (w .V)6,, and consider the left- and right- 
twisted differentiation operators cp H cp x d, resp. p H 8, x cp. Then (cf. 
[Ho]), every Schwartz-norm on Y(W2) is dominated by a Schwartz-norm 
of the form 
cpb I&,x ..+ xa,,xcpxa,.,x ... Xa,J, 
for some ui, W/E R2. Moreover, by [Ho, 19.2.51, 
(4.11) 
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Therefore 
Ia,, x ..’ xQ+Pw)x~w,x ... x4vl12 
= II (a,, x . . . x a, x ($3 x a,,, x . . . x a,,,,,) x yt/I 2 
= IId,, x . . . xa,xqxa,;x *.. xa,;ll,, 
with W; = e’Jwj, and the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
Subcase (bl ). Now, let us first consider the case where m, = 
rank N B 3. Let m E N, and define a distribution K formally by (cf. 
(4.g), (4.10)) 
co 00 
s I 
(2?rip)m = 
0 
~ e’ar(y;N, 0’ x -# y$,> dp dt 
-cc 4nip 
cc 
i s 
O” = @WY ial 
3-$.Fe c 
ei(sgn p)(2/+ 1) -At/2 
-‘x2 --co le N”I 
x (yf,v, (P-‘l x--P tiY> dp dt. (4.12) 
By (4.6) in [MR] and Lemma 4.5, there exist Schwartz-norms (1. I( CNj and 
11. I((,,,) such that 
I(y;N,q-~X- i/“/I P I (N) 
This shows that, if we choose m > m, /2 - a, then the integrals and series in 
(4.12) converge absolutely, and K is well-defined. 
Then, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that KE 9” and 
(A,-2ictU)K= U”60, 
and Lemma 4.1 implies that A, - 2icllJ is locally solvable, no matter what 
value a E IR takes. 
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Subcase (b2). Let us turn to the case where 1 6 m, = rank N Q 2. Here, 
for m sufficiently large, let us define a distribution K by 
rip dt. (4.14) 
Since 
It follows again from Lemma9.1 in [MR] that (4.13) converges, when 
integration in t is limited to the region 0 < t < 1. 
For t > 1, we notice that by (4.6) and (6.11) in [MR] 
Here z = zI + z2 with z, E ker(NJ), z2 E ker(NJ))‘, and A,(t) = 
(1/4)JB,(t)-‘J, B,(t) being the restriction of (1/2)J tanh(tN/2) to 
(ker(NJ))’ x (ker(NJ))‘. 
We see that 
C’ $Yt.N t Y&N fi =- P - inp(z:A~(t)Z*)y~. 
In order to extimate this, by Lemma 2.3 we may reduce the situation to the 
case n= 1 and N= +(y z), say IV= (y 8). But then 
z;AJt)z, = -z;/t, 
with z2 E Iw. Since either m I = 1 or m, = 2, these estimates how that 
for some Schwartz-norm JJ . )J (M). We can now proceed as in Subcase (bl ) 
and see that for sufficiently large m, (4.14) converges. 
Of course, K is not a fundamental solution of A,- 2iaU. However, it 
satisfies 
(A, - 2iaU)B= (U”AN)hO. (4.16) 
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In fact, by (4.10) and (4.15), we may rewrite E as 
Since (A, - 2icrU) and A, commute because of (4.3), this formula shows, 
by an argument analogous to the one in the proof of Proposition 1.1, that 
CR (A, + 2iW,) = (( - VmANcp)(0), 
hence (4.16). 
But A, is locally solvable by Theorem 2.2, and clearly also U”’ is locally 
solvable, so that also V’A, is locally solvable. 
Then Lemma 4.1 and (4.16) imply that A, - 2iaU is locally) solvable, no 
matter what value a takes. 
Remark. Even though we have not made use of it, it may be interesting 
to note the following fact, which follows from Williamson’s classification of 
normal forms for elements of sp(n,R) (cf. [A]): If SE sp(n, R) consists of 
one single Jordan block corresponding to a pair of eigenvalues f i;l, I # 0, 
then either S is semi-simple, or rank N 2 4 for its nilpotent part N. 
Therefore, subcase (b2) can only arise if S is of the form 
with Do semi-simple and No nilpotent. 
5. SOME EXPLICIT FORMULAS 
Simple formulas for fundamental solutions of operators of the form 
A, - 2iaU are known essentially only for the case A, = C (Xf + Yj’) [FSt]. 
For a general hypoelliptic A, more complicated formulas are also 
available [BG]. 
As a matter of fact, the existence of a simple formula for a solution of 
a generic A, must be considered a very exceptional fact. 
In the first two examples we consider respectively the operators 
Xi - Yf + Xi - Yi and X: + Yf - Xs - Yi on Hz. Probably explicit 
formulas can also be obtained for higher dimensional analogoues of these 
two operators, but we do not discuss them because the H, case is rich 
enough for our purposes and technically simpler. In the third example 
we show how our approach leads to Folland and Stein’s formulas for the 
sub-Laplacian on H,,. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The operator Xt - Y: + Xi - Y: on H, is associated with 
the matrix S = ( T,, -2). We prefer to work with the matrix 
-12 0 
s’= o z’ 
( > 2 
which is conjugate with the previous one under a canonical transformation. 
At the end we will perform the appropriate change of variables in order 
to go back to the original operator. 
Since 
s’J= (-“I, -2) 
we have 
A,. = -(X, Y1 + Y,X, + x2 Y, + Y,x,). 
Using (4.3) in [MR], we obtain 
Y,,sk Y) = 
1 
4 sinh2 t/2 e 
--in(coth r/2)x -I 9 
where (x, y) E lR2 x [w2. By Theorem 2.1, a fundamental solution F,,,. of 
A,’ - ZiaU, a E 08, is given by 
where the integral converges absolutely. So 
(F~~r.r(p)=~o~~~~~~~~4si~~2t,2e~i~~cn~h”2iir 
-cc 
x cp -p(x, y) dx dy dp dt. 
For a fixed t > 0, the remaining integral in dx dy dp can be rewritten using 
Fourier inversion in the central variable u of HZ. This leads to the 
computations in Section 9 of [MR] and we obtain 
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However, the integral does not converge absolutely and we are not allowed 
to interchange the order of integration. Setting u = coth r/2, we have 
We define two distributions on R4, namely, p.u.(l/(x .y)) and 6(x .y). 
Let L=a2/ax,ayl+a2/ax2a~2=v,.vy. rfx Y#o, 
L(log Ix-VI)=&. 
We then define the distribution p.u.( l/(x .v)) by 
p.v. 
5 &f(x, Y)dX 4 := j log lx .Yl Lf(x, y) dx dy. (5.2) 
This definition is consistent with the usual notion of principal value 
distributions, as the next lemma shows. 
LEMMA 5.1. For XER*\{O) let x’=x/[xl and let x” be a unit vector 
orthogonal to x’. Then, for f E 9'( R4), 
P.U. j -& f(x, y) dx dy = jR jR2 ( p.v. j f (x, sx’ + tx”) f) $ dt. 
ProoJ: For 0 < E < 1 let h+(x, v) = log(x .y + k), where both branches 
of log z are chosen to be real on the positive real axis. It follows that if 
x.y#O 
log lx .yl = ,“-“. &+(x, y) + h; (x, y)). 
Also 
lh:(x, y)l <f llog((x-y)z+c2)1 +27r 
~lloglx.YlI+flobql+&)+2n 
<c(l+ bg IX.Yl I), 
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so that by dominated convergence 
p.v. 
5 &3x. Y) dx 4 
= s Lf(x, y) log lx .y) dx dq’ 
=lim Lf(x,y)~(h:(x,y)+h;-(x,y))dxd~j 
E-+0 s 
= Fio j.fh Y) 3 W: t-x, Y) + W (x, Y)) dx dy, 
Observing that if h(x, y) = cp(x .y) then 
Wx> Y) = 2$(x .y) + x . y’p’f(x. y), 
we obtain 
=,‘L:jf(x. Y)Re 
2 
-- 
x.y+i& 
For a fixed x # 0 in Iw’, we write y = SX’ + tx”. Then 
P.1’. 
s 
--& f (x, y) dx dy = Iii0 j f(x, sx’ + tx”) St ,$1, F2 dx ds dt 
f p. j-(x, sx’ + tx”) 
2E2S (X( 
(s2 1x/* f E2)2 
dx ds dt. 
(5.3) 
We have 
lim 
E’O I 
f(x, SX’ + tx”) s I-4 
s* (xj2+2 
dx ds dt 
x, sx’ + txw ) -f( x, -sx’ + tx”)] 
s I4 
s* 1x12 + E2 
dx ds dt 
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If(x, sx’ + tx”) -f(x, -sx’ + tx”)) ISI I-4 
s2 1x12 + E2 
<c(l + 1x1 + ISI + ItI)-” lx1 -l, 
for arbitrary N. By dominated convergence, the first limit in (5.3) equals 
x, sx’ + tx”) -f (x, -sx’ + tx”)] e e dt, 
s I4 
which is absolutely convergent. A simular argument shows that the second 
limit in (5.3) is zero. Therefore 
P.V. 
J 
-&f(x. ~)dxdy 
ds 
x,sx’+tx”)-f(x, -sx’+tx”)]; 
dx dt 
G 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. The following identity holds for f E Sr(R4): 
p.v. J +-$(x.y)f(x, ~)Wdy=jf(x, Y)~x~Y. 
Proof: We first prove that for f E sP(R”) 
p.0. J . r;l;f(x> ~)dxdy=~~y+ J Ix .y(‘-’ sgn(x .y) f (x, y) dx dy. (5.4) 
For E>O, L(lx.yl”--l)=~(s+l)Ix~yl~-‘sgn(x.y) in the sense of 
distributions. Therefore 
J lx-yl”-lsgn(x~y)f(x,y)dxdy=&~~(‘x’y~’-l)f(x, y)dxdy 
1 J Ix.y(“- 1 =- s+l E tf (x, Y) dx dy. 
Since lim EdO (Ix.yI”- l)/s=log Ix.yl almost everywhere, (5.4) follows by 
dominated convergence. 
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We then have 
P.V. 
I +-+ (x .Y) f(xv Y) dx 4 
= F?. f lx .YI”-’ sgn(x .y)(x .y)f(x, y) dx dy 
= fb, y) dx 4. I 
Q.E.D. 
Next we introduce the canonical measure 6(x .y) supported on the 
surface x .y = 0 in R* which is defined in [GSh]. Explicitly, 6(x . y) is given 
by 
5 5 
4 = 
R2 R f(fy”, Y) dl fi, (5.5) 
where, for fixed x (resp. y) # 0, x” (resp. y”) is a unit vector orthogonal to 
x (resp. y). 
It is interesting to observe the following relation between p.u.( l/x . y) and 
6(x. y): 
lim 
1 
--=p.u.~-ni6(x.y) 
E-OX.y+i& (5.6) 
in the sense of distribution. This can be proved using the techniques 
applied in the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. For cp E 9(H2) 
(Fa..s, d=& ~(~.Y)QPJ$ v) 
> . 
& dx dy 
ia \u+(l/2)x.y(-‘+‘” -- 
81T2 I I Iw4 Zu/(x.y)>l lu-(1/2)x9q1+i” 
x[o(x,Y.u)-~(x,).,~x.y)]d~dxdy. (5.7) 
In order to obtain the corresponding formulas for As = X: - Y: + 
Xi- Y:, it is sufficient rform a simple change of variables. 
Calling $ = ( yj + xj)/ 2, yi = ( yi - x,)/J?, j = 1, 2, u’ = U, we obtain a 
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contact transformation and A, transforms into the operator Ar, in the new 
coordinates x’, y’, u’. We can then take the above formulas for F, in the 
coordinates x’, y’, U’ and undo the change of variables. 
Let B(x, Y)= Ix12- lyl’, and let 6(B) denote the canonical measure on 
R4 define in [GSh]. We then have the following fundamental solution of 
X:- Yf+X:-- Yi-2iaU, aElk!: 
2ia 
ss 
14~ + B(x, y)( -’ +” 
-7 7r R4 4u/B(x, y) > 1 14u- B(x, y)(l*‘a 
dudxdy. (5.8) 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We begin with the case a = 0. By (5.1) 
(f’o,cp)= -jj-gj~jR,+~,f(x~~)u dxdydv. 
Let $(x, y, v) := cp(x, y, (1/2)(x. y)v), so that 
and, by Lemma 5.2, 
p.0. I ~~~(x~Yrv)~dxdy=~j~~~(x,y,f(X.y)v)dxdy. 
Therefore, 
a* av (x, Y, v) log Ix .yl dx dy dv 
~~(x,~,u)loglx~yldxdy 
= “Ii?+ jj$J R4 Wx, Y, 0) log Ix .YI dx 4 
1 
- lim 7 f W(x, Y, v) log lx .yl da- dy. v-r+m call 884 
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The first limit can be easily computed by dominated convergence: 
lim+ j&2 j W(x, Y, 0) log lx .A dx dy 
v-1 R4 
1 
=ijg w4 I W(x, Y, 1) log Ix. yl dx dy 
1 
= ii2 pJ* x, ).+y > . -& dx dy. 
By Lemma 5.1, for u> 1 
s (w4 0, Y, 0) log lx -YI dx dy 
=pJ. R4 s C, ~&-&d~d~ 
=[RiR2(p.v.I$(x,sx’+tx”,u):)$dt 
=J‘,s,,(p.~.~~(x,sxf+tx~~,~s(x,~)$)~dt 
j H 
d cp x,:x’+ txN, ;s I-4 
)I 
dx 
= 
w4 ds 
log (~1 ds IxI dt 
= f I4 (x’ .V,cp) (x, ; x’ + tx”, f s 1x1) log Is\ ds $ dt 
+ f IR2 2 (x, ; x’ + tx”, ; s 1x1) log Is\ ds dx dt 
= 
s 
Iw4 (x’ -V,cp) 
( 
x, sx’ + tx”, ; s 1x1 u) log JsuI ds $ dt 
+ 1 s, 2 (x, 5 x’ + tx”, ; s Ix,) log JsI ds dx dt. 
When u + + 00, the first summand tends to zero. In fact, it can be 
majorized by a constant times 
a, 00 cc 
5 I 5 
IbAS~N dr ds dt. 
0 0 0 (1 +r2+s2+ t2+r2s2u2)2 
580/108/2-S 
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Integrating in I and I first, we reduce to showing that 
J 
+oO 
.!y, 
Il%(SU)l 
0 (1 +s2)(1 +s2uy dx=o. 
For SD > 1, (1 + s~o~)-“~ log(su) < C and for every s > 0 
so that 
lim (1 + ~~0~)~~‘~ log(m)) = 0, 
v-+00 
lim 
“-+ +cc J
1oi3(su) 
s”>l (1 +s’)(l +s2u2)‘/2ds=o. 
On the other hand 
s 
lh&v)l 
O<S”<l (1 +s’)(l +s2u2p2 
ds < c 
s o<ru<1 
(log(w)/ ds= 0 i 
0 
. 
We then have, by dominated convergence, 
lim f 
J ( 
a’p x sx’+*x” l -s (xl log IsI dsdxdt 
v--r +m 2 q4 au ’ u ‘2 > 
1 =- 
f ( 
3! xtx”l -s (xl 
2 R4 au ’ ’ 2 1 
log 1.~1 ds dx dt 
=,,~~~~(p.u.~~B(x,““,~slxi)~)dr$ 
=J~*J~(~.u.jb.(x,fx”,U)t)m$ 
=(6(x.Y)++). 
If a # 0, arguing as above, we obtain 
,f~,, cpj= -&Jr ,i~W(~+l)/(~-l)) 
d 
xdo w4 (J 
M-T Y, 0) log Ix .A dx 4 
> 
du 
1 m =-- 
4 87c2 ,
&a log((u + 1 Mu - 1)) 
d 
x- (J WCx, y, v)-W(x, Y, 1)) log lx .YI dx 4 do dv w4 > 
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= ---& lim ei~log((v+l)/(u-l)) 
u-++m 
x s iw4 (Wx, Y, 0) - WA Y> 1)) log Ix .YI dx dy 
ior m -- 
s 4rr2 , 
(v+l)-l+ia(u-l)-l-~i” 
x 
I 
w4 (LIc/(x, Y, 0) - Wx, Y, 1)) log lx .YI dx dy dv. 
Since lim, _ + o. e iaW(v+ l)/(u- 1)) = 1, we have 
Observing that the last integral is absolutely convergent, we can write 
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SI /2u+x.yl-‘+‘” = 0x4 2u/(x.y)rl )2U-x.y~‘+‘= 
This easily gives (5.8). Q.E.D. 
One can observe that the singular support of I;, (as well as the support 
of F,) is the union of the manifold (u= (1/2)x .y} and the variety 
{(x,y,u):xy=O). Th’ is is consistent with the fact that formally 
(&-22icrU)-‘=(1/2)J,+” U-‘P,P dt. It follows from the expression of 
P,, and in particular from the fact that P, is supported on the surface 
u = (1/2)z%(t)z, that (d.-2iclU)-’ is regular where the map 
(z, t) H (z, (1/2)zTA(t)z) is regular. 
Starting from the distributions Fe-, in (1.3), with E > 0, one obtains a 
different fundamental solution Fa of A,- 2iaU. Formally, one has 
F=(:,(x, y, U) = Fm(x, y, -u). In particular 
@o+-P>=&P.+P(~,Y, - +y)-+fxdy 
dx, Y, ~1 +f d4x .y) 
> 
(5.9) 
is another fundamental solution of A,. 
EXAMPLE 2. We take n = 2 and 
0 o-1 0 
s= i 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 o-1 0 0 1 0’ 
so that A,= Xi + Y: - (Xi + Y:). We are in the situation discussed in 
Section 3, with 1, = 1, A2 = - 1. The set E in (3.2) is 22, so that A, - 2iaU 
has a fundamental solution when a is not integer. 
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We can take advantage of the fact that the one-parameter family {P,} is 
periodic in t of period 2x. In fact, 
For CI 4 Z, we have the formal identity 
(d,- ZiaU)-’ = 
1 
2( 1 - e2nicr) 
u-le-(‘/2)AsU-’ eiar dt, 
and its convolution kernel is 
1 
s 
2n 
F,= 
2( 1 - e2nia) 
I/ ~ ‘P,eiorr dt. 
0 
(5.10) 
This computation can be made rigorous using arguments similar to those 
applied in Section 1. Since tl can be a general complex number in (5.10), we 
see how to compute the convolution kernel xk of the orthogonal projection 
onto the kernel of A, - 2ikU when k E Z. By Theorem 1.2(ii) 
n,=lim s E--rO 1 -e-2nE UjI^ LilP,e*‘eC”dt=&[~ P,eik’dt. (5.11) 
Identify R4 = R2 x OX* with @* and set zj= xj+ iyi. As in the previous 
example, we introduce the operator 
a* a* L=--- 
az, a?, az2az2' 
so that, where 1z112 - lzJ* ~0, 
1 
Ulog I M2- 1~,121)= ,z*,*- ,z21*’ 
For f~ 9(C*) we define 
:= I log I Iz,(*- lzz121 Lf(zl, z2) dz, dz,. (5.12) 
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we have 
s 
1 
P-D- ,z1(2_,Z2(2f(ZttZ2)~1~2=4 1 p.u. J 
and we derive directly from Lemma 5.2 that 
pJJ. I ,z,,2t (z2,2 C(Iz112- lz212Mz1, z2)l &I h2 
= I f(z~, ~2) dz, 6. 
f&ihly, we define S(lzl12- jz212) according to [GSh] and it turns out 
s 
f(z,9 z2) 41z,12 - Iz2I 2, := f s, ,“, f(z, ze”) d&J dz. 
One can prove that 
s 
f(zl, z2b3(lz,12- Iz212)= $ I .h, y)dW.y), 
so that from the proof of Theorem 5.3 we obtain 
,$ P-U-~ ,,,,1’ lz212 cp(z,, ~21 (lzA2- IzA2b)4 dz, 
41z,12- lZ212)8P.U.~, rp 
> 
(5.14) 
for cp E 9(H2). By a change of variables, 
lim P-O- v- -02 I 
1 
lz112- lz212 dz,, ~2, M2- Iz212)WzI dz2 
s((zl12- Iz#)@p.u. ;, cp 
> 
. (5.15) 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let B(z)=B(z,, z,)= Iz,12- 1~~)‘. 
(i) For a $ Z the fundamental solution (5.10) is given by 
(F,, cp} =-&co, na G(B(z))@p.v. i, q) 
1 
J 
1 
+ G pJ- - dz, 0) d.. @2 B(z) 
a 
II 
(B(z)-4u)‘-’ 
-7c* sin na R ~2 (iB(z) + 4~)~+ ’ 
x sgn B(z)(cp(z, u) - rp(z, 0)) dz du. 
(ii) For k E Z the explicit formula of the projection (5.11) is 
+(-1)‘2ki 
II 
(iB(z) - 4u)k ~ ’ 
?r3 R ~2 (iB(z)+4u)k+’ 
x sgn B(z) 2 (z, u) - ff (z, 0) dz du, 
and relative fundamental solutions are given by 
x w &)(cp(z, u) - P(Z, 0)) dz du 
if k#O, and 
(Fo, cp > = $ PJ. Jk & dz, 0) dz 
2 (cp(z, u) - cp(z, 0)) dz du. 
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Remark. It is easy to show that all integrals occurring in the theorem 
which are not principal value integrals do converge absolutely. 
On the other hand, a small disadvantage of the formulas above is that 
they do not immediately indicate the singular supports of the distributions. 
For instance, if tl# h, the set {U = 0) does not belong to singsupp F, as one 
might expect from first sight. Namely, if supp q does not intersect 
(B(z) =O}, then the last two terms in the expression for (F,, q) combine 
and 
<UP>=& ( cot na 6(B(z)) 8p.u. ;, cp 
> 
a - 
JJ 7c2 sin 71~1 w 
(iB(z)-4u)“-’ (iB(z)+4u)-“-1 
cz 
x sgn B(z)cp(z, 24) dz du, 
where the double integral is absolutely convergent. This shows that 
singsupp F, = (B(z) = 0). 
Proof From (5.10), if cl$Z and c, = 1/(32n2(1 -e2nia)), then 
(Fa, cp > = c, I;= & Jcl 
x3,,,,,, -$(cotf)(lz,12-lz21’))dz,dz2d~ 
= c, Jln e”lp.0. Jc2 ,z1,2 L ,z2,2 “i:&if2 
.3z,,z,, -i(cot ~)(lz,l’-lz,l2))dr,dr,dl 
277 
= ac, J J P 0 c210g I M2- lz2121 
- bA2))) dz, k) dt 
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and so 
ia 2n e id 
ss- - 47c2( 1 - elnia) 0 ~2 B(z) 
x(,(z, -i(co+(z))-q(z.O))didf, (5.16) 
where the last integral converges absolutely. By a change of variables, this 
double-integral can be transformed into 
e2irr arccotg( -4u/B(r)) dzp u, - cPCz, O) sgn Btzj dz du. 
B(z)’ + 16~’ 
(5.17) 
If W” denotes the principal branch eir log w, with (Im log W( < 71, then for 
SER 
e2ir arccotg s = errim =eni’(i+s)” (i-s)-“. (5.18) 
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Therefore (5.17) equals 
genie. a q(z, u) - cp(z, 0) 
By + 1624’ 
sgn B(z) dz du 
= ge”ia 
ss R 422 
(iB(z) - 414)“~’ (iB(z) + 4u)-‘-’ 
x w B(zNcp(z, u)- cp(z, 0)) dz & 
and (i) follows from this and from (5.16). 
(ii) Assume now that FEZ’. By (5.11) 
(Zk, cp> = Gs’“G j *(z,-;(cot;) B(z))dzdt. 
32~ o sm t/2 c2 au2 
This is identical with (l/lc)( 1 - e2zia)(F,, &+@u) for a = k, and therefore 
the formula for ( nk, cp ) in the theorem follows immediately by comparison 
with part (i). 
In order to determine Fk, we could directly apply Theorem 1.2. 
However, it is even simpler here to approximate a = k by k + E instead of 
Section 3 that F, k + i&. We are allowed to do so because we know from 
is meromorphic in a. 
Using (i), we have for k # 0 
(Fk+,,e)=~(s(B(~))~~.u.~,~) 
+ j$ P+U. jc2 &j rpk 0) dz 
‘,‘*k (- 
1, J 
(iB(z) - 4~)~~’ 
7CE R ~2 (iB(z) + 4~)~+ ’ 
x w B(zM(z, N- cp(z, 0)) dz du 
iB(z) - 4u 
+‘~R~c~‘~~(~B(z)+~u 
x w 4z)(dz, 4 - cp(z, 0)) dz du 
+ O(E). 
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Therefore 
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<F,,~)=~p.v.~~2~w(“O)d’ 
(-l)kk ill(z) - 4u (S(z) - 4u)k-’ 
-3 71 > ill(z)+424 (iB(z)+4u)k+’ 
x sgn B(z)(cp(z, U) - cp(z, 0)) dz du. 
If k = 0, the third term in the preceding formula for ( Fk + E, cp ) has to be 
replaced by 
1 -- 
Sf 2 R c2 
(iB(z)-4u)-’ (iB(z)+4u)-‘sgnB(z)(cp(z, u)-(p(z,O))dzdu, 
and 
+’ Is 
w W 
n3 R c2 B(z)* + 16~ 2 tcptz, u)- cptz, 0)) dz du. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3. We take S=-J, so that d,=C,“_, (X,‘+Y:) is the 
ordinary sub-Laplacian on H,. In this case 
(p,TP)= l j- ““(z, -;(cot;) ,z,*)dz, 
(4~)” (sin t/2)” on &P 
and we can use the formulas introduced in Example 2 which use the 
periodicity of P,. In general P, is periodic of period 47r, so that if 
a 4 (l/2)& a fundamental solution F, of A, - 2iaU is given by the formal 
expression 
i.e., 
(Fw v> = 
1 
f 
4n ei*r 
2(4n)” (1 - e4niZ) 0 (sin t/2)” 
xi,“s(z,;(cot;) ,z,‘)dzdt 
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_ 1 _ (_ l)ne2sB 2rr eio” 
= 2(4x)” (1 - e4nicr) s o (sin t/2)” 
xJ$(z, -gcoq ,rl’)dzdt 
-8 
= 2(4~)” (1 - (- l)ne2nia) s
ei2a arccotg( -4u/lr12) 
H” 
-denim 
s 
( (z12 + 4iup 
=(4z~n(1--(-~)ne2nia) H,~~Z~2+4~u~2a~~z~2+4iU~n-2 
1 
an-‘q (z, u) dz du XppT 
-4 
(lzlZ+4iu)=+(“-2)‘2 1 x 
s an- ” (z, u) du. H, (IzJ2_4iU)a-(n-2)/2JZ(2n-- 
This shows that F, is regular in a except for u E Z when n is even, and 
a E l/2 + Z when n is odd. By Theorem 1.2, F, is a fundamental solution of 
A, - 2iaU for these regular values of a. The next lemma is essentially 
Lemma (4.11) in [P]. However, we present here an elementary proof, 
avoiding any reference to special functions. 
LEMMA 5.5. The foIlowing identity holds: 
= (8i)“-’ JzlZnb2 
--e( - y+,> (lzJ2+4iu)-“/2+“(Iz12-4iu)-“12-b. 
Prooj By Leibnitz’s formula, 
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(m-1)/2+a (1 _,)(rn-1)/2-a] 
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x(-l)“-” ($cx) 
( 
m-l 
. . . --a-m+.k+ 1 (1_iS)(m--1V2-a-m+k 
> 
==i-(~+~j...[- Ef_!L+,i 
x (l+is) cm-1)/2+a-m (1 _ js)(m-U/2-a-m 
3 ; 
0 
(l+is)*-k(l -jJ)k 
k=O 
= (24” (T+@)..*( _!!tg+@.) 
X(1 $iS)-(m+1)/2+a(l_iS)-(m+l)/2--G. 
4 
=IZ12n-4 lzl’ 
( > 
n-1 &-J 
*[(I +is)(“-2)‘2+n(l -iS)(R-2)‘2-o]8=4u,,Z,Z 
Q.E.D. 
and this gives the final formula. 
Integrating by parts, we now obtain 
<F,, v)==crx i‘ 
(/~]~+4iz4)-“‘~+~ 
H. (lz12_4iU)n/2+U ‘(” u)dz duy (5.19) 
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where 
c,= - 
n”(e”‘” 
“l’;;ne~~i~)(~+a)(~+a-l)...(-~+a); 
this gives Folland and Stein’s theorem [FSt]: 
THEOREM 5.6. The operator A-,- 2iaU has a fundamental solution for 
every a with + a # n/2, n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . . given by 5.19. 
Starting from (5.19) one can then obtain relative fundamental solutions 
and projection kernels at the critical values of a. 
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